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Abstract Stochastic models of elections typically indicate that all parties, in
equilibrium, will adopt positions at the electoral center. Empirical analyses dis-
cussed in this paper suggest that convergence of this kind is rarely observed.
Here we examine a stochastic electoral model where parties differ in their
valences – the electorally perceived, non-policy “quality” of the party leader.
It is assumed that valence may either be exogenous, in the sense of being an
intrinsic characteristic of the leader, or may be due to the contributions of party
activists, who donate time and money and thus enhance electoral support for
the party. Theorem 1 shows that vote maximization depends on balancing these
two opposed effects. Theorem 2 provides the necessary and sufficient conditions
for convergence to the electoral mean when activist valence is zero. The paper
then examines empirical electoral models for the Netherlands circa 1980 and
Britain in 1979, 1992 and 1997 and shows that party divergence from the elec-
toral mean cannot be accounted for by exogenous valence alone. The balance
condition suggests that the success of the Labour party in the election of 1997
can be attributed to a combination of high exogenous valence and pro-Europe
activist support.
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1 The spatial model with valence

Two very different models of political strategy suggest that parties will tend
to locate themselves at the electoral center. First, stochastic models based on
vote maximization suggest that the electoral origin will be a Nash equilibrium.1

Second, models of coalition bargaining when there is no majority party indicate
that a large, centrally located party, at a “core” position in the policy space, will
be dominant. Such a core party can, if it chooses, form a minority government
by itself and control policy outcomes.2 If party leaders are aware of the fact
that they can control policy from the core, then this centripetal tendency should
lead parties to position themselves at the center.

Yet, contrary to this intuition, there is ample empirical evidence that party
leaders do not necessarily adopt centrist positions. For example, Budge et al.
(1987) and Laver and Hunt (1992), in their study of European party manifes-
tos, found no evidence of a strong centripetal tendency. The electoral models
for Italy and Israel presented in Giannetti and Sened (2004) and Schofield
and Sened (2006) estimated party positions in various ways, and concluded
that there was no indication of policy convergence by parties. This paper re-
examines the earlier empirical analyses for the Netherlands (Schofield et al.
1998; Quinn et al. 1999; Quinn and Martin 2002) and Britain (Schofield 2004,
2005; Schofield and Sened 2005a) to determine if the non-convergence noted
previously can be accounted for by a stochastic electoral model that includes
“valence” (Stokes 1992).

The aforementioned empirical models have all entailed the addition of het-
erogeneous intercept terms for each party. One interpretation of these intercept
terms is that they are valences or party biases. “Valence” refers to voters’ judg-
ements about positively or negatively evaluated aspects of candidates, or party
leaders, which cannot be ascribed to the policy choice of the party. One may
conceive of the valence that a voter ascribes to a party leader as a judgement
of the leader’s quality or competence. This idea of valence has been utilized in
a number of recent formal models of voting.3 Theorem 2 of this paper presents
necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence to the electoral origin for
the stochastic model when each party’s valence is regarded as an exogenous
constant, independent of the party position. The empirical section of the paper
considers elections in the Netherlands in 1977 and 1981 and in Britain in 1979
and shows that the estimated parameters of the model satisfy the sufficient
condition for convergence. Since there is no evidence of convergence in these
elections, the conflict between theory and evidence suggests that the stochastic
model should be modified to provide a better explanation of party policy choice.

1 Adams (1999a, 2001b), Adams and Merrill (1999), Lin et al. (1999), Banks and Duggan (2005),
McKelvey and Patty (2006).
2 See McKelvey and Schofield (1987), Schofield et al. (1989), Laver and Schofield (1990, 1998),
Sened (1995), Banks and Duggan (2000), Schofield and Sened (2006).
3 Ansolabehere and Snyder (2000), Groseclose (2001), Aragones and Palfrey (2002, 2005).
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The paper therefore considers a more general valence model based on activist
support for the parties (Aldrich 1983a,b; Aldrich and McGinnis 1989; Aldrich
1995). This activist valence model presupposes that party activists donate time
and other resources to their party. Such resources allow a party to present itself
more effectively to the electorate, thus increasing its valence. Since activists tend
to be more radical than the average voter, parties are faced with a dilemma. By
accommodating the political demands of activists, a party gains resources that
it can use to enhance its valence, but by adopting the radical policies demanded
by activists, the party may appear too extreme and lose electoral support. The
party must therefore balance the electoral effect against the activist valence
effect. Theorem 1 presents the requisite balance condition between electoral
and activist support. Since valence in this model is affected by activist support,
it may exhibit “decreasing returns to scale” and this may induce concavity in the
vote share functions of the parties. Consequently, when the concavity of activ-
ists’ valence is sufficiently pronounced then a pure strategy Nash equilibrium
(PNE) of the vote maximizing game will exist. However, Theorem 1 indicates
that there is no reason for this equilibrium to be one where all parties adopt
centrist positions.

In some polities, activists’ valence functions will be sufficiently concave so
that only one PNE will exist. Recent analyses of elections in Israel have used
simulation techniques to examine the nature of these equilibria (Schofield and
Sened 2005b, 2006). Computation of PNE is extremely difficult and as a first
step this paper concentrates instead on conditions for existence of “local pure
strategy Nash equilibia” (LNE).

Theorem 1, in the next section of this paper, presents a characterization,
of LNE for the stochastic electoral activist model, in terms of the Hessians of
the vote share functions of the party leaders. Throughout it is assumed that
the stochastic errors have the Type I extreme value (or log Weibull) distribu-
tion, �. The formal model based on � parallels the empirical models based
on multinomial logit (MNL) estimation (Dow and Endersby 2004). Theorem 2
specializes to the simpler case when only exogeneous valence is relevant, so
that the activist valence functions are zero. For the case of fixed or exoge-
nous valence, Theorem 2 shows that the model is classified by a “convergence
coefficient” which is a function of all the parameters of the model. A sufficient
condition for the existence of a convergent LNE at the electoral mean is that
this coefficient is bounded above by 1. When the policy space is of dimension w,
then the necessary condition for existence of a PNE at the electoral mean, and
thus for the validity of the “mean voter theorem” (Hinich 1977; Lin et al. 1999),
is that the coefficient is bounded above by w. It is shown that the convergence
coefficient is (i) an increasing function of the maximum valence difference (ii)
an increasing function of the spatial parameter, β, giving the relative importance
of policy difference, and (iii) an increasing function of the electoral variance of
the distribution of voter preferred points.

The empirical evidence from the Netherlands in 1977 and 1981, as well as
Britain in 1979, indicates that the eigenvalues of the Hessians of the vote share
functions at the joint electoral origin were all negative. In other words, the joint
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origin was a LNE for the stochastic model with exogeneous valence. Clearly
this is compatible with the mean voter theorem. This inference does not rule out
the existence of other non-convergent LNE, but no other local equilibria were
found by simulation. For a two dimension stochastic model of the 1997 election
in Britain, it was found that the estimated position of the Conservative Party
was incompatible with the results with exogenous valence. However, this model
did provide an explanation for the position of the centrist Liberal Democrat
Party.

The results of Theorem 2 with activist valence are then used to explain the
changes in positions of the two larger parties in Britain between the elections
of 1992 and 1997. Indeed, the empirical model suggests that as the exogenous
valence of the Labour Party leaders increased in the 1990s, then the party’s
activists became less important. This provides an explanation why the party
could become more centrist on the economic axis. On the other hand, as the
valences of the leaders of the Conservative Party fell in the same period, then
the influence on the party of anti-Europe activists increased. This suggests why
the party adopted an anti-European Union position. While these observations
are particular to Britain, they appear applicable to any polity such as the US,
where activist support is important (Miller and Schofield 2003; Schofield et al.
2003).

The next section presents the formal model and statement of the Theorems.
Section 3 gives the empirical applications, while Sect. 4 develops the idea of the
balance solution when there is exogeneous valence and two or more opposed
activist groups for each party. Proofs of the two theorems are given in the
Appendix.

2 Local Nash equilibrium with activists and vote maximizing parties

The electoral model presented here is an extension of the multiparty stochas-
tic model of Lin et al. (1999), modified by inducing asymmetries in terms of
valence. The basis for this extension is the extensive empirical evidence that
valence is a significant component of the judgements made by voters of party
leaders. There are a number of possible choices for the appropriate game form
for multiparty competition. The simplest one, which is used here, is that the
utility function for party j, is proportional to the vote share, Vj, of the party.
With this assumption, we can examine the conditions on the parameters of the
stochastic model which are necessary for the existence of a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium (PNE). Because the vote share functions are differentiable, we use
calculus techniques to estimate optimal positions. We can then obtain suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of local pure strategy Nash equilibria (LNE).
Clearly, any PNE will be a LNE, but not conversely. Additional conditions of
concavity or quasi-concavity are sufficient to guarantee existence of PNE.

The key idea underlying the formal model is that party leaders attempt to esti-
mate the electoral effects of party declarations, or manifestos, and choose their
own positions as best responses to other party declarations, in order to maximize
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their own vote share. The stochastic model essentially assumes that party lead-
ers cannot predict vote response precisely, but can estimate an expected vote
share. In the model with valence, the stochastic element is associated with the
weight given by each voter, i, to the average perceived quality or valence of the
party leader.

Definition 1 (The stochastic vote model M(λ, μ,β;�)with activist valence) The
data of the spatial model is a distribution, {xi ∈ X}i∈N, of voter ideal points for
the members of the electorate, N, of size n. We assume that X is a compact convex
subset of Euclidean space, R

w, with w finite. Each of the parties in the set P =
{1, . . . , j, . . . , p} chooses a policy, zj ∈ X, to declare. Let z = (z1, . . . , zp) ∈ Xp be
a typical vector of party policy positions.

Given z, each voter, i, is described by a vector

ui(xi, z) = (ui1(xi, z1), . . . , uip(xi, zp))

where

uij(xi, zj) = λj + μj(zj)− β||xi − zj||2 + εj = u∗
ij(xi, zj)+ εj. (1)

Here u∗
ij(xi, zj) is the observable component of utility. The term, λj, is the fixed

or exogenous valence of agent j, while the function μj(zj) is the component of
valence generated by activist contributions to agent j. The term β is a positive
constant, called the spatial parameter, giving the importance of policy difference
defined in terms of the Euclidean norm, || · ||, on X. The vector ε = ε1,…,εj, .., εp)

is the stochastic error, whose mutivariate cumulative distribution will be denoted
by �.

It is assumed that the exogenous valence vector

λ = (λ1, λ2, .., λp) satisfies λp ≥ λp−1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ2 ≥ λ1.

Voter behavior is modeled by a probability vector. The probability that a voter
i chooses party j at the vector z is

ρij(z) = Pr[[uij(xi, zj) > uil(xi, zl)], for all l �= j]. (2)

= Pr[εl − εj < u∗
ij(xi, zj)− u∗

il(xi, zj), for all l �= j] (3)

Here Pr stands for the probability operator generated by the distribution
assumption on ε. The expected vote share of agent j is

Vj(z) = 1
n

∑

i∈N

ρij(z) (4)

The differentiable function V : Xp → R
p is called the party profile function.
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The most common assumption in empirical analyses is that � is the Type I
extreme value distribution (sometimes called log Weibull). The theorems in this
paper are based on this assumption.

Definition 2 (The extreme value distribution,�) The cumulative distribution,
�, has the closed form

�(h) = exp
[− exp

[−h
]]

,

with probability density function

ψ(h) = exp[−h] exp
[− exp

[−h
]]

and variance 1
6π

2.

With this assumption it follows, for each voter i, and party j, that

ρij(z) = exp[u∗
ij(xi, zj)]

p∑
k=1

exp u∗
ik(xi, zk)

. (5)

This implies that the model satisfies the independence of irrelevant alterna-
tive property (IIA) : for each individual i, and each pair, j, k, the ratio

ρij(z)
ρik(z)

is independent of a third party l.
(See Train 2003, p. 79).
In this stochastic electoral model it is assumed that each party j chooses zj to

maximize Vj, conditional on z−j = (z1, ..zj−1, zj+1.., zp).

Definition 3 (Equilibrium concepts)

(i) A strategy vector z∗=(z∗
1, . . . , z∗

j−1, z∗
j , z∗

j+1, . . . , z∗
p) ∈ Xp is a local strict

Nash equilibrium (LSNE) for the profile function V : Xp → R
p iff, for

each party j ∈ P, there exists a neighborhood Xj of z∗
j in X such that

Vj

(
z∗

1, . . . z∗
j−1, z∗

j , z∗
j+1, . . . , z∗

p

)

> Vj

(
z∗

1, . . . , zj, . . . , z∗
p

)
for all zj ∈ Xj − {z∗

j }.

(ii) A strategy vector z∗=(z∗
1, . . . , z∗

j−1, z∗
j , z∗

j+1, . . . , z∗
p) is a local weak Nash

equilibrium (LNE) iff, for each agent j, there exists a neighborhood Xj of
z∗

j in X such that

Vj

(
z∗

1, . . . , z∗
j−1, z∗

j , z∗
j+1, . . . , z∗

p

)
≥Vj

(
z∗

1, . . . , zj, . . . , z∗
p

)
for all zj ∈ Xj.
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(iii) A strategy vector z∗=(z∗
1, . . . , z∗

j−1, z∗
j , z∗

j+1, . . . , z∗
p) is a strict, respectively,

weak, pure strategy Nash equilibrium (PSNE, respectively, PNE) iff Xj
can be replaced by X in (i), (ii) respectively.

(iv) The strategy z∗
j is termed a “local strict best response”, a “local weak best

response”, a “global weak best response”, a “global strict best response”,
respectively to z∗

−j=(z∗
1, . . . , z∗

j−1, z∗
j+1, . . . , z∗

p).

Obviously if z∗ is an LSNE or a PNE it must be an LNE, while if it is a PSNE
then it must be an LSNE. We use the notion of LSNE to avoid problems with
the degenerate situation when there is a zero eigenvalue to the Hessian. The
weaker requirement of LNE allows us to obtain a necessary condition for z∗ to
be a LNE and thus a PNE, without having to invoke concavity. Of particular
interest is the joint mean vector

x∗ = 1
n

∑

i∈N

xi. (6)

We first transform coordinates so that in the new coordinate system, x∗ = 0.
We shall refer to z0 = (0, . . . , 0) as the joint origin.

Theorem 1 shows that z0 = (0, . . . , 0) will generally not satisfy the first order
condition for a LSNE, namely that the differential of Vj, with respect to zj be
zero. However, if the activist valence function is identically zero, so that only
exogenous valence is relevant,then the first order condition will be satisfied.
On the other hand, Theorem 2 shows that there are necessary and sufficient
conditions for z0 to be an LSNE. A corollary of Theorem 2 gives these condition
in terms of a “convergence coefficient” determined by the Hessian of party 1,
with the lowest valence.

It follows from Eq. (5) that for voter i, with ideal point,xi, the probability,
ρij(z), that i picks j at z is given by

ρij(z) =
[

1 + 	
k �=j

[exp(fk)]
]−1

(7)

where fk = λk + μk(zk)− λj − μj(zj)+ β||xi − zj||2 − β||xi − zk||2
The Appendix uses Eq. (7) to show that the first order condition for z∗ to be

a LSNE is that it be a balance solution.

Definition 4 (The balance solution for the model M(λ, μ,β;�))
Let [ρij(z)] = [ρij] be the matrix of voter probabilities at the vector z, and let

[αij] = ρij−ρ2
ij

	i(ρij−ρ2
ij)

. The balance equation for z∗
j is given by expression

z∗
j = 1

2β
dμj

dzj
+

n∑

i=1

αijxi. (8)
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The vector
∑

i
αijxi is called the weighted electoral mean for party j, and can

be written

∑

i

αijxi = dE∗
j

dzj
. (9)

The balance equation can then be rewritten as

[
dE∗

j

dzj
− z∗

j

]
+ 1

2β
dμj

dzj
= 0. (10)

The bracketed term on the left of this expression is termed the marginal elec-
toral pull of party j and is a gradient vector pointing towards the weighted electoral
mean. This weighted electoral mean is that point where the electoral pull is zero.

The vector
dμj
dzj

is called the marginal activist pull for party j.
If z∗

j satisfies the balance equation for all j, then call z* the balance solution.

In the case μj = 0 for all j, then the Appendix shows that for each fixed j, all
αij are identical. Thus, when there is only exogenous valence, the the balance
condition gives

z∗
j = 1

n
	xi. (11)

By a change of coordinates we can choose 1
n	xi = 0. In this case, the marginal

electoral pull is zero at the origin and the joint origin z0 = (0, . . . , 0) satisfies
the first order condition. Theorem 1 sums up the results of the Appendix.

Theorem 1 Consider the electoral model M(λ, μ,β;�) based on the Type I
extreme value distribution,and including both exogenous and activist valences.
The first order condition for z* to be an LSNE is that it is a balance solution. If
all activist valence functions are highly concave, in the sense of having negative
eigenvalues of sufficiently great magnitude, then the balance solution will be a
PNE.

When the valence functions {μj} are non zero, then it is the case that gener-

ically z0 cannot satisfy the first order condition. Instead the vectordμj

dzj
“points

towards” the position at which the activist valence is maximized. When this

marginal or gradient vector,
dμj

dzj
, is increased, (if activists become more willing

to contribute to the party) then the equilibrium position is pulled away from
the weighted electoral mean of party j, and we can say the “activist effect” for
the party is increased. On the other hand if the activist valence functions are
fixed, but the exogeneous valence, λj, is increased, or the exogenous valence
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terms {λk : k �= j} are decreased, then the vector
dE∗

j

dzj
increases in magnitude,

and the equilibrium is pulled towards the weighted electoral mean. We can say
the “electoral effect” is increased

The second order condition for an LSNE at z*depends on the negative defi-
niteness of the Hessian of the activist valence function. If the eigenvalues of
these Hessians are negative at a balance solution, and of sufficient magnitude,
then this will guarantee that a vector z* that satisfies the balance condition
will be a LSNE. Indeed, this condition can ensure concavity of the vote share
functions, and thus of existence of a PNE.

We can use the proof technique of the Appendix to develop the necessary
and sufficient condition for an LSNE when activist valence is zero.

To characterize the variation in voter preferences, we represent in a simple
form the covariation matrix (or data matrix), ∇0, given by the distribution of
voter ideal points.

Definition 5 (The electoral covariance matrix, ∇∗
0 ) Let X =R

w be endowed
with a system of coordinate axes (1, . . . , r, s, . . . , w). For each coordinate axis let
ξr = (x1r, x2r, . . . , xnr) be the vector of the rth coordinates of the set of n voter
ideal points. The scalar product of ξr and ξs is denoted by (ξr, ξs).

The symmetric w × w voter covariation matrix about the origin is denoted ∇0
and is defined by

∇0 =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

(ξ1, ξ1) (ξ1, ξw)

(ξr, ξr)

(ξs, ξs)

(ξw, ξ1) (ξw, ξw)

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ .

The covariance matrix ∇∗
0 is defined to be 1

n∇0.
We write v2

s = 1
n (ξs, ξs) for the electoral variance on the sth axis and

v2 =
w∑

s=1

v2
s = 1

n

w∑

s=1

(ξs, ξs) = trace(∇∗
0 )

for the total electoral variance. The electoral covariance between the rth and sth
axes is (vr, vs) = 1

n (ξr, ξs).
In precisely the same way, if z∈X, then define ∇∗

z to be the covariance matrix
about z.

In the case that all activist valence functions {μj} are identically zero, we write
the electoral model as M(λ,β;�).
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Definition 6 (The convergence coefficient of the model M(λ,β;�))

(i) At the vector z0 = (0, . . . , 0) the probability ρij (z0) that i votes for party, j
is independent of i, and is given by

ρj =
⎡

⎣1 +
∑

k �=j

exp
[
λk − λj

]
⎤

⎦
−1

(12)

(ii) The coefficient Aj for party j is

Aj = β(1 − 2ρj)

(iii) The characteristic matrix for party j is

Cj =
[
2Aj∇∗

0 − I
]

(13)

where I is the w by w identity matrix.
(iv) The convergence coefficient of the model M(λ,β;�) is

c(λ,β;�) = 2β[1 − 2ρ1]v2 = 2A1v2. (14)

At the vector z0 = (0, . . . , 0) the probability ρij(z0) that i votes for party, j
is independent of i, and is given by Definition 6(i). Obviously if all valences
are identical then ρ1 = 1

p , as expected. The effect of increasing λj, for j �= 1, is
clearly to decrease ρ1, and therefore to increase A1, and thus c(λ,β;�).

Theorem 2 The necessary condition for the joint origin to be a LSNE in the
model M(λ,β;�) is that the characteristic matrix

C1 = [
2A1∇∗

0 − I
]

of the party 1, with lowest valence, has negative eigenvalues.

Theorem 2 immediately gives the folowing Corollary (Schofield 2006).

Corollary Consider the model M(λ,β;�). In the case that X is w-dimensional
then the necessary condition for the joint origin to be a LNE is that c(λ,β;�) ≤ w.
In the case that X is two-dimensional, a sufficient condition for the joint origin
to be a LSNE is that c(λ,β;�) < 1.

In the following section we consider empirical models for the Netherlands
and Britain. We show that the parameters of the models imply the sufficient
condition for an LSNE at the joint origin was satisfied. Indeed the eigenvalues
were sufficiently negative so as to imply that the joint origin was the unique
PSNE. Since the parties did not appear to be positioned at the origin, we can
infer either the parties were not maximizing vote share, or the activist valence
functions were significant.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of voter ideal points and party positions in the Netherlands in the 1981 Election,
for a two-dimensional model, showing the highest density contours of the sample voter distribution
at the 95, 75, 50, and 10% levels

3 Empirical analyses

3.1 The vote maximizing model in the Netherlands

First, we consider a multinomial logit (MNL) model for the elections of 1977
and 1981 in the Netherlands (Schofield et al. 1998; Quinn et al. 1999) using data
from the middle level Elites Study (ISEIUM 1983) coupled with the Rabier and
Inglehart (1981) Euro-barometer study. There are four main parties: Labour
(PvdA), Christian Democratic Appeal (CDA), Liberals (VVD) and Democrats
(D’66), with approximately 35%, 35%, 20% and 10% of the popular vote.

Figure 1 gives the estimated positions of the parties and the electoral distri-
bution circa 1979.4

The empirical model estimated exogenous valences, which were normalized,
by choosing the D’66 to have exogenous valence λd66 = 0. The other valences
are λvvd = 1.015, λcda = 1.140 and λPvda = 1.596. To compute the D’66 Hessian,
we note that the electoral variance on the first axis is v2

1 = 0.658, while on the
second it is v2

2 = 0.289. The covariance (v1, v2) is negligible.

4 This figure, as well as Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are taken from Schofield and Sened (2006) with permission
of Cambridge University Press.
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The spatial coefficient β = 0.737 for the model with exogenous valence. Thus
the probability of voting for the D’66, when all parties are at the origin, is

ρd66 = 1
1 + e1.596 + e1.403 + e1.015

= 0.074.

Hence Ad66 = 0.737(0.852) = 0.627.

Cd66 = 2Acon∇∗
0 − I

= (1.25)
(

0.658 0
0 0.289

)
− I =

(−0.18 0
0 −0.64

)
.

Thus c(�) = 1.187.

Although the sufficient condition of the Corollary is not satisfied, the neces-
sary condition is satisfied, and the eigenvalues can be seen to be negative. By
Theorem 2, the joint origin is an LSNE for the stochastic model with exoge-
nous valence. Quinn and Martin (2002) performed a simulation of the empirical
model and showed that the positions given in Fig. 1 could not be an LSNE of
the stochastic model with exogenous valence alone. This conflict between the
predicted equilibrium positions of the model and the estimated positions sug-
gest that the activists for the party played an important role in determining the
party positions. We now examine this possibility in the case of Britain.

3.2 Elections in Britain in 1979 and 1992–1997

Figure 2 presents the estimated positions of of the three major parties in Britain
at the election of 1979, in a two dimensional policy space.

Just as in the case of the Netherlands, the estimation used data from ISEIUM
(1983) and the Rabier and Inglehart (1981) Euro-barometer study (see Quinn
et al. 1999; Schofield 2005 for further details). The electoral variances were 0.605
on the first axis and 0.37 on the second, giving a total variance of 0.975. For the
MNL model with exogenous valence, the spatial coefficient was β = 0.27.

The lowest valence was associated with the Conservative party, with λcon =
−0.324. Since λlib = 0.082, λlab = 0.0, and β = 0.27, we find that

ρcon = e−0.324

e−0.324 + e0 + e0.082 = 0.723
2.8

= 0.26.

Similarly, ρlib = 0.38 and ρlab = 0.36. Thus Acon = β(1 − 2ρcon) = 0.13. The
Hessian matrix for the Conservative Party is

Ccon = 2Acon∇∗
0 − I = (0.26)

(
0.605 0

0 0.370

)
− I =

(−0.84 0
0 −0.90

)
.

Thus both eigenvalues are negative, and the convergence coefficient can be
calculated to be 0.26. It follows that the joint origin is an LSNE. Simulation indi-
cates that this LSNE was a PSNE, and that there existed no other equilibria.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of voter ideal points and party positions in Britain in the 1979 Election for a
two-dimensional model, showing the highest density contours of the sample voter distribution at
the 95, 75, 50, and 10% levels

This inference conflicts with the estimated positions of the parties given in Fig. 2,
and suggests modification of the model to incorporate activists.

To pursue this possibility, Fig. 3 shows the estimated positions of the parties,
based on a survey of Party MPs in 1997 (Schofield 2005). In addition to the
Conservative Party (CONS), Labour Party (LAB) and Liberal Democrat Party
(LIB) responses were obtained from Ulster Unionists (UU), Scottish National-
ists (SNP) and Plaid Cymru (PC). The first axis is economic, the second axis con-
cerned attitudes to the European Union (pro to the “south” of the vertical axis.
The electoral model with exogenous valence was estimated for the elections in
1992 and 1997. For 1992, we have (λcon, λlab, λlib,β)1992 = (+1.58, 0.58, 0.0, 0.56),
so

ρlib = e0

e0 + e1.58 + e0.58
= 1

7.36
= 0.13.

For 1997, (λcon, λlab, λlib,β)1997 = (+1.24, 0.97, 0.0, 0.5) so

ρlib = e0

e0 + e1.24 + e0.97
= 1

7.08
= 0.14

Alib = β(1 − 2ρlib) = 0.36.
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Fig. 3 Estimated party positions in the British Parliament for a two-dimensional model (based
on MP survey data and the National Election Survey) showing highest density contours of the
voter sample distribution at the 95, 75, 50, and 10% levels. Key: PC Plaid Cymru (Welsh Nation-
alist Party, SNP Scottish Nationalist Party, UU Ulster Unionists, CONS Conservative Party, LAB
Labour Party, LIB Liberal Party

Since the electoral variance is 1.0 on the first economic axis and 1.5 on the
European axis, we obtain

Clib = (0.72)
(

1.0 0
0 1.5

)
− I =

(−0.28 0
0 +0.8

)
.

The convergence coefficient can be calculated to be 1.8. Although the nec-
essary condition is satisfied, the origin is clearly a saddlepoint for the Liberal
Democrat Party. Note that the second “European” axis is a “principal elec-
toral axis” exhibiting greater electoral variance. This axis is the eigenvector
associated with the positive eigenvalue. Because the covariance between the
two electoral axes is negligible, we can infer that, for each party, the eigen-
value of the Hessian at the origin is negative on the first or minor “economic”
axis. According to the formal model with exogenous valence, all parties should
have converged to the origin on this minor axis. Because the eigenvalue for the
Liberal Democrat Party is positive on the second axis, we have an explanation
for its position away from the origin on the Europe axis in Fig. 3. However there
is no explanation for the location of the Conservative Party so far from the ori-
gin on both axes. Schofield (2005) offers a model (based on an earlier version
of Theorem 1) where the falling exogenous valence of the Conservative Party
leader increases the marginal importance of two opposed activist groups in the
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party- one group “pro-capital” and one group “anti-Europe.” The concluding
section comments on this observation.

4 Concluding remarks

The empirical analysis of the previous section showed that overall Conservative
valence dropped from 1.58 in 1992 to 1.24 in 1997, while the Labour valence
increased from 0.58 to 0.97. These estimated valences include both exogenous
valence terms for the parties and the activist component. Nonetheless, the data
presented in Clarke et al. (1995, 1997, 1998, 2004) and Seyd and Whiteley (1992,
2002) suggest that when Tony Blair took over from John Smith as leader of the
Labour Party, then the exogenous valence, λlab, of the party increased up to the
1997 election. Conversely, the exogenous valence, λcon, for the Conservatives
fell. Since the coefficients in the equation for the electoral pull for the Conser-
vative Party depend on λcon − λlab, Theorem 1 implies that the effect would
be to increase the marginal effect of activism for the Conservative party, thus
pulling the optimal position away from the party’s weighted electoral mean.
The opposite conclusion holds for the Labour Party, since increasing λlab −λcon
has the effect of reducing the marginal activist effect.

Indeed, it is possible to include the effect of two potential activist groups
for the Labour Party: one “pro-Europe,” centered at the position marked E
in Figure 4 and one “pro-Labor,” marked L in the figure. The optimal Labour
position will be determined by a version of the balance equation:

[
dE∗

lab

dzlab
− z∗

lab

]
+ 1

2β

[
dμlab, L

dzlab
+ dμlab, E

dzlab

]
= 0 (15)

which equates the “electoral pull” against the two “activist pulls,” generated by
the two different activist functions, μlab, L and μlab, E. In the same way, if there
are two activist groups for the Conservatives, generated by functionsμcon, C and
μcon, B centered at C and B respectively, then we obtain a balance equation:

[
dE∗

con

dzcon
− z∗

con

]
+ 1

2β

[
dμcon, C

dzcon
+ dμcon, B

dzcon

]
= 0. (16)

Since the electoral pull for the Conservative Party fell between the elections,
the optimal position, z∗

con, will be one which is “closer” to the locus of points
that generates the greatest activist support. This locus is where the joint mar-
ginal activist pull is zero. This locus of points can be called the “activist contract
curve” for the Conservative party.

Miller and Schofield (2003) develop an activist model of this kind, where
preferences of different activists on the two dimensions may accord different
saliences to the policy axes. The “activist contract curves” for the two parties will
be catenaries that depend on the ratios of the saliences that different activists
have on the two dimensions. Figure 4 provides an illustration.
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Economic leftist
indifference curve

E

Economic conservative
indifference curve

 Indifference curve
of pro Europe
activist

Political
cleavage
line

Optimal Conservative position

Contract curve
between
economic
leftists and pro-
Europe activists

Optimal Labour
position

B

 Indifference curve of pro Britain activist

Fig. 4 Illustration of vote maximizing positions of Conservative and Labour Party leaders in a two
dimensional policy space

According to Theorem 1, the reason the Labour party under Blair was able
to move to a position closer to the origin between the elections of 1992 and 1997
was that his increasing valence reduced the importance of pro labour activists in
the party. On the other hand, the declining valences of the Conservative Party
leaders, first William Hague, and then Iain Duncan Smith, increased the impor-
tance of the marginal activist effect for the party. This appears to have the effect
of obliging the party to move to the fairly extreme position shown in Fig. 3. It
remains to be seen whether the new leader, David Cameron, can gain high
enough valence to overcome the apparent dominant influence of anti-Europe
activist sentiment in the party.
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5 Appendix: Proof of the Theorems

5.1 Proof of Theorem 1

For the extreme value distribution � we have

ρij(z) =
[

1 + 	
k �=j

[exp(fk)]
]−1

where fk = λk+μk(zk)−λj−μj(zj)+β||xi−zj||2−β||xi−zk||2 is the comparison
function used by i in evaluating party k in contrast to party j. We then obtain

d
dzj

[ρij] = −
[

2β(zj − xi)− dμj

dzj

] [
1 + 	

k �=j
exp(fk)

]−2 [
	
k

exp(fk)

]

=
[

2β(xi − zj)+ dμj

dzj

]
[ρij][1 − ρij].

Thus the first order condition for maximizing Vj is

∑

i

d
dzj

[ρij] =
∑

i

[
2β(xi − zj)+ dμj

dzj

]
[ρij][1 − ρij] = 0,

or
[

2βzj − dμj

dzj

] ∑

i

[ρij][1 − ρij] =
∑

i

2βxi[ρij][1 − ρij],

so zj − 1
2β

dμj

dzj
=

∑

i

αijxi,

where αij =
[
ρij − ρ2

ij

]

	i

[
ρij − ρ2

ij

] . (17)

An identical argument holds for each party j giving an equilibrium at a weighted
electoral mean satisfying, for all j, the balance equation:

[
dE∗

j

dzj
− z∗

j

]
+ 1

2β
dμj

dzj
= 0. (18)

where
dE∗

j

dzj
= ∑

i
αijxi. This gives the first order condition stated in Theorem 1.

Let z∗ be a vector satisfying the first order condition.
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To examine the second order condition, note that now the Hessian of party
j is given by

1
n

∑

i

d2ρij

dz2
j

(19)

= 1
n

∑

i

[ρij − ρ2
ij]

[
4β2[1 − 2ρij][∇ij] +

[
d2μj

dz2
j

− 2βI

]]
(20)

= 1
n

[
d2μj

dz2
j

− 2βI

]
∑

i

[
ρij − ρ2

ij

]
+ 4β2

∑

i

[
ρij − ρ2

ij

] [
1 − 2ρij

] [
∇∗

ij

]
.

(21)

Here

[∇ij
] =

[
(xi − zj)+

1
2β

dμj

dzj

]T [
(xi − zj)+

1
2β

dμj

dzj

]
(22)

and
[
∇∗

ij

]
= 1

n

[∇ij
]

, (23)

where T denotes a column vector. Since z∗
j = 1

2β
dμj

dzj
+ dE∗

j

dzj
,we can regard the sym-

metric matrix expression in Eq. (21) involving [∇∗
ij] as a measure of electoral

variance taken about a weighted electoral mean. Even though this matrix term

may have positive eigenvalues, if the eigenvalues of d2
μj

dz2
j

are negative, and of

sufficiently large modulus, then the Hessian will also have negative eigenvalues.
This gives a sufficient condition for existence of a LSNE at z∗, and thus for a

PSNE. 	


5.2 Proof of Theorem 2 and the Corollary

At z∗ = (0, . . . , 0), then by Eq. (17), we see that ρij = ρj is independent of i.
Thus αij = 1

n , for all j, and so

zj = 1
n

∑

i

xi = 0

satisfies the first order condition. By Eq. (20), the Hessian of ρi1 is

d2ρi1

dz2
1

= [ρ1 − ρ2
1 ]{4β2[1 − 2ρ1][∇i1(z1)] − 2βI}.
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Here [∇i1(z1)] = [(xi − z1)
T(xi − z1) is the w by w matrix of cross product

terms about the point z1. When z1 = 0 then 1
n

∑
i

∇i1(z1) = ∇∗
0 is the electoral

covariance matrix. The Hessian of V1 is now given by

1
n

∑

i

d2ρi1

dz2
1

= [ρ1 − ρ2
1 ]{[1 − 2ρ1][4β2∇∗

0 ] − 2βI}.

By assumption 1 > ρ1 > 0 so [ρ1 − ρ2
1 ] > 0. Moreover β > 0 so the eigen-

values of V1 will be negative iff the eigenvalues of

C1 = [
2β[1 − 2ρ1](∇∗

0 )− I
] = [

2A1(∇∗
0 )− I

]

are negative. If the eigenvalues of C1 are not negative, then z∗ = (0, . . . , 0)
cannot be a LSNE. Thus the given condition is necessary.

To prove the Corollary, note that a necessary condition for the eigenvalues
of C1 to be negative is that trace(C1) ≤ 0. But

trace(C1) = [
2A1trace(∇∗

0 )− w
]

giving the required condition 2A1v2 ≤ w.
In two dimensions, if 2A1v2 < 1, then the sum of the eigenvalues of

{Cj : j = 1, . . . , p} will all be negative. Moreove, this condition is sufficient
to guarantee that the determinants {det(Cj); j = 1, . . . p} are all positive. Thus
the stated condition is sufficient to guarantee that all eigenvalues are negative,
so that z0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) is an LSNE. 	
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